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Ixion Run Report 2016

Picture: Fin Reynoldson aboard a
1913 500cc Triumph on the coast
road heading towards the beach.
Photo: John Mijatovic

The Sunbeam MCC welcomes all makes of machine from these Eras:
Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930), Post-Vintage (1931-1939)
and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and modern bikes)
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Editorial and News
© The Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club and Authors reserve copyright for all matters published in the Sunbeam
Club News. The SMCC is not responsible for the views contained in the Club News and views expressed are not
necessarily those of the editor or the club. All information is provided in good faith. Inclusion in the Club News is
not a recommendation by the SMCC, or the Editor, of any goods or services.

Hello Everyone,
A joint Editorship this issue, I had better start off by apologising for the lateness of your
magazine. John has been helping me out with the production of the News, to introduce John to
new members and others that do not know him, John was editor of the News for some years
and is still a regular contributor, for example, his series on Obscure Makes as well as being our
Coventry Eagle marque specialist.
Meanwhile, I’ve been redsigning the layout of the Club News - nothing too drastic, do let me have
your comments.
Apologies are due to John Booth, the photograph of him aboard his Royal Enfield combination
during the Pioneer Run on page 20 of the last edition was mis-captioned.
With best wishes, John Hodson & Julie Diplock

Ninth Constable Run – 11th September 2016 Martin Staple and Marian Johnson
This event is open to all members and non-members and now for machines of any make pre 1940.
The start and finish point will be the same as the previous years; the Corn Craft Tea Rooms,
Monks Eliegh, Suffolk IP7 7AY with riders leaving at 11am. The course will be similar to last year’s,
approximately 54 miles, giving entrants once again the opportunity to experience riding through the
idyllic Constable countryside.
Those people not riding will have a base with interesting choices of browsing the various small outlets
on site, plus refreshments and toilets.
This year, the Corn Craft Tea Rooms will offer full English breakfast or snacks from 10am (breakfast
will be freshly cooked so please be patient and get there early) and pre-ordered lunches will include
Sunday Roast Beef, ploughmans.
We look forward to your support. Please inform others who may be interested in this event. Regulations
and entry forms will be available shortly and will be sent to past entrants, as well as being on the club
website: www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk . Entry fee is: £10 for SMCC members, £13 for non-members, plus
£2.50 per passenger.
Secretary of the Meeting, Marian Johnson, 15 Broomfield Crescent, Wivenhoe, Essex CO7 9QA,
‘phone: 01206 827867 after 6pm email – marj_35@btinternet.com . Please note that the closing
date for entries is Friday 12 August 2016.
Brooklands Great War Day : Sunday 25th September

Martin Gegg

Once again Brooklands Museum will be commemorating Brooklands part in WW1. Military Motorcycle
Riders came together to compete on the track whilst the site became the RFC’s test track for Phelon
& Moore motorcycles before they were sent to the Front.
The Event on 25th September will be free to those who enter a 1910-1920 motorcycle in advance.
Riders will be able to participate in a recreation of the slalom race.
Those interested should apply now for an entry form to martin@gegg.org
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Ian Young							

David Masters

I am sure you will all want to send best wishes to club stalwart Ian Young who suffered a stroke just
two days before the Pioneer Run. Ian’s voice has been heard at many important motor cycle events
commentating at the Banbury Run and Pioneer Run for many years. His encyclopaedic knowledge of
all things vintage motor cycle has been appreciated by all, he himself pointed out that whilst the stroke
has affected him, his power of speech is as clear and lucid as ever. The difficult thing for Ian is his eye
sight which has been reduced by 50% and so he cannot drive and his walking needs the aid of a stick.
Ian is upbeat never-the-less but missing his involvement with things ‘motor cycle’, he says he’s
not going to disappear from the scene, but at the moment is getting his money’s worth out of the
NHS. He is making progress slowly and we might be lucky enough for him to be enticed back to the
commentary box which he retired from in 2015. We shall see.
Get well soon Ian, from all who care about you. Give him a call.

Romney Marsh Run - Sunday 25th September

Julie Diplock

Preparations are underway for the third Romney Marsh Run, which takes place on Sunday 27th
September at The Star Inn, St Mary in the Marsh, Romney Marsh, Kent TN29 0BX.
The event is open to all veteran (pre-1915) and flat-tank machines (pre-1931), and comprises a
long route of some 50 miles and a short route of around 25 miles through th quiet and largely flat,
traffic-free lanes of Romney Marsh. The run starts at 11am and finishes at the historic Star Inn where
bacon butties and hot drinks will be available from 9am and Ploughman’s lunches, hot lunches and
beer from 1pm. Any offers of help with marshalling gratefully accepted.
Entry details are available from the website or by post from myself, see inside cover. for details.

New Members						

Brian Empsall

Please give the following new members to the Club a warm welcome:
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Andrew Harris (Kent)

Charlie Fowler (Kent)

Paul Stiebritz (East Sussex)

Bernard Rudge (Kent)

David Woodward (Cumbria)

Ronald Rees (Ceredigion)

Colin Wood (Oxfordshire)

Alan Barker (East Yorkshire)

Carl Peschken (Germany)

James Peters (Kent)

Ray Tappin (Middlesex)

Colin Peters (Kent)

Roger Boakes (West Sussex)

Stewart Philip (Cornwall)

Pamela Boakes (West Sussex)

Robert Hamilton (Lancashire)

Stephen Bowen (Hampshire)

Les Searle (West Sussex)

Chris Melvin (Isle of Man)

Dee Searle (West Sussex)

Tony Page (Surrey)

John Swigoniak (Hampshire)

John Chubb (Middlesex)

Gordon Wright (Shropshire)

Doug Johnson (Middlesex)

Michael Tinson (Essex)
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What does Club Membership Mean to You?

Arnold Marshall

Our membership is now in excess of 600 and continues to grow at a steady rate. However, with the
exception of the Pioneer Run®, the normal turnout for our events is around 50 riders i.e., less than
10% of the membership. This prompts the following questions:• Are we staging the wrong type of events?
• Are our events in the wrong area?
• Are our events scheduled at the wrong time?
• Should we have more social events, club nights, meets etc.,?
• What sort of events do you the membership want?
• Your membership is very much appreciated by the Club, but how do we get you to become
more involved in Club activities?
Please let the Club know your views either by letter to the editor, e-mail to events@sunbeam-mcc.
co.uk, or to any other Club Officer, via our web site or our Facebook Page ‘Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club’.

Club Marque Specialists				

Julie Diplock

Abingdon Motorcycles, AKD, Bloomfield and Kerry-Abingdon: Bill Whitely 07976 826380
lonprops@blueyonder.co.uk
AC Sociable : Ian McGill 01293 771446 acsociable1@sky.com
Blackburne : Rick Parkington, rick@rickparkington.co.uk Website: www.rickparkington.co.uk
01892 542802 or 07757 309158
BSA Model L (Flat-tank 1923 - 1928 ) : Rick Parkington, as above.
Coventry Eagle (1900 – 1940) : John Hodson 01322 524567 johnh587@googlemail.com
Indian (1928 on) : Rick Parkington, as above.
James : Paul Morley 01369 820 287 pauldawnmorley@talktalk.net
Levis (pre-1915) : Rob Smith 01474 85423 rob_sv650@btinternet.com
Martinsyde : Rick Parkington, as above.
New Imperial: Andy Dean. 0118 9772178 or 07799 848914.
Norton (flat-tank) : Mr Wallis Holmes. 01325 460554; Email multiminparvo@hotmail.co.uk
Quadrant: Eddie Keightley 01234 870343
Raleigh : Dave Comber 01273 596101 after 7.30 dcomber@btinternet.com
Rex Acme : Rick Parkington, as above.
Rover : Geoff Morris 0208 669 2812 geoffbk15@yahoo.co.uk
Sidecars : Roy Plummer 01424 772598 royjplummer@yahoo.co.uk
Sunbeam (pre-1915) : Geoff Morris 0208 669 2812 geoffbk15@yahoo.co.uk
Sunbeam (pre-1940) : Chris Pile 01435 864043 christopher.pile@sky.com
Triumph Veteran and Vintage : Mike Lawson 01258 472262 mikelawson@freeuk.com
Triumph ‘C’ series from 1929-32 : Rob Woodford robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk
Velocette (pre-War) : Dave Masters. 01424 211873 maggirose@hotmail.com
Werner : Brian Knight 01293 512113 br_knight69@hotmail.com
If you could assist fellow members with a particular marque then please do contact the
Editor.
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Letters

Your letters and comments are always
welcomed. Send them to The Editor,
contact details inside front cover.

Kent Marques: The Venture
Julie
About the only small joy involved in putting 500-odd magazines into 500-odd envelopes is the chance
to get a scoop on the contents of the latest edition of the Club News.
The stories behind the many small manufacturers of the veteran period are always interesting, even if
the machine(s) they sold can be as generic as it was possible to get at the time - although I presume
we wait to see what a Venture actually looked like.
The images from Charing and District Local History Society are splendid. The v-twin looks a lot like
a Rex, with its distinctive forks, and ROC gear. I believe Rexes for 1911 had the magneto behind
the engine, drive by gears, and for 1912 and 13 the magneto remained there, driven by chain. The
machine shown has the magneto in front of the engine. I wonder if John Waghorn can indicate the
year.
As for the other bike, the angle of the photo doesn’t give much away, but if I had to put money on it,
I’d go for it being a 1912 model 31/2 hp Lincoln Elk, from the depth of the tank and the general style
of the machine.
Lincoln Elk were quite an early adopter of a countershaft gear amidships (albeit their own rather weird
and wonderful design), but the machine shown appears to be a single speeder with conventional
bottom-bracket pedals, which was an available option.
The D registration is of course a Kent series. The Kithead Trust possibly gives hope that the register
is available to be scrutinised in the County Archives in Maidstone. The FN-series number shown on
the Rex I didn’t recognise, but it turns out to be a Canterbury series - less scope for optimism there, it
appears. Kirby’s of Lincoln (the makers) seemed to be frequent and prolific advertisers in the veteran
era - a few still seem to survive. Maybe John Hodson could tell us a bit more about them via his
‘Obscure Makes’?
Nick Smith
Editor’s note: My article on the Lincoln Elk in the Obscure Makes series was published in the Sunbeam
News Issue 864, page 26 of October-November 2013. Despite a search of registration records and
other documents in the Maidstone History and Library Centre, I was not able to find anything about
the Venture motor cycle or much about Alfred Cackett the maker of the Venture. Perhaps a more
thorough search of the records might produce something of interest.

Oxon/Bucks Run

Dear Editor

Please see attached some photos from the run organised by my dad, Andy Middleton on April 17th.
They started off from Chinnor and Princes Risborough railway, with two route options taking them
through some glorious scenery of the Chilterns. There were 18 turnouts and despite the horrendous
weather the day before the sun shone brightly all day, and everyone returned in one piece!!
Thanks,
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The start of the Oxon/Buck Run			

Vicky Chamlet

Ready for the Off!
1936 New Imperial in
the foreground

Norton and Scott get underway.
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Obituaries
Peter Donaldson						Margaret Donaldson

It is with very sad news that I am writing this to tell you of the death of Peter Donaldson, my father. He
died on the morning of Friday June 17, 2016.
He was born in April 1939 and used to say that the reason that World War II started was because
Hitler found out that Dad was born on his birthday!
Dad’s greatest love, apart from his family, was his motorbikes just like many of you! He had motorbikes
since he was 16 years old when he convinced his dad to let him ride one.
He used to ride, with his dad, up to Scotland to visit family up there. They would do this journey in a
day (before the joys of motorways) and the same on the return trip home. He did his National Service
in the RAF and still rode in Trials when he was able to, he was hooked!
He worked for Clifton’s for a while filling up cars in the good old days when it wasn’t self-service. He
went to work for Tate and Lyle, where he stayed for 31 years and met my mother who was working as a
secretary there. He courted her and they were married. They lived in a couple of places before ending
up in Edenbridge, Kent.
There they made very good friends with their neighbours and joined ‘The Edenbridge Bonfire Society’.
They became very involved with this every year, helping set up the barriers, mum painting the sign
advertising the date that went up across the high street, dipping the fire torches for the procession,
manning the gate on the Saturday night, cleaning up and counting the money on the Sunday. Involved
with this was very good friends, the Watts, who opened their house every year for all the helpers. My
dad, along with us, carried on helping out every year even when we moved away from Edenbridge.
We moved to Erith 36 years ago, apparently it was only supposed to be a stop gap house until they
found somewhere else! But 36 years later, dad was still in the same house! Mum and Dad brought a
house in Brittany, France 26 years ago. They wanted a holiday home and when they both retired, the
plan was to spend the six summer months out there and the six winter months back here in England.
Mum wanted it as rural as possible with no modern amenities. Most of that plan came to fruition apart
from the part living out there. He did still go out there several times a year and rented it out to friends
during the year as well. He made some good friends out there as well.
Dad was made redundant from Tate and Lyle in the early nineties, it was a sad time for him as he
was entering the unknown. He was unemployed for around 18 months before he found work with
Stewarts, a ship brokering company in Greenwich. He worked there for roughly two years before being
made redundant again but this time he was happier about it as mum was ill with cancer again and this
allowed him to look after her full-time. Mum lost her battle against cancer in July 1995. Dad carried on
riding his bikes which helped him a lot. Dad’s mother died just a few months after in September 1995.
In the next Trial he rode, he told us that he felt that he had come to terms with his mother’s death
during that Trial as he could barely stay on the bike! Although that wasn’t an unusual thing where Dad
was concerned! Unfortunately, in April 1996 we lost my other grandmother. We decided that as things
come in 3’s we had surpassed the bad luck!
Dad did a fair amount of travelling over the years following my mother’s death going to America,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand to name a few - I’m sure I’ve missed a couple!
Dad started working at Barnehurst Golf Course in 1998 as a marshall, barman, receptionist, basically
an all rounder. He thoroughly enjoyed working there as the freedom allowed him to go away on holiday.
He worked there for 15 years and made some good friends along the way who, to this day, still meet
up for lunch. Dad enjoyed those, mainly because he always loved his food! Dad also did other little jobs
throughout the years including delivering the Bexley magazine, delivering leaflets, electoral business.
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He enjoyed keeping busy.
He kept up with his Trials, enjoying his bikes. But he was also involved in other aspects of the
motorbike world. He organised sellers every year for the Pioneer Run® for more years than he would
care to admit for which he received an amazing and unexpected award for in 2015.
He was also the secretary of the meeting for the Gingerbeards and Greybeards Trials for the past few
years. Last year, he did the weekend (especially the Greybeards) in memory for his great friend Mike
Holloway. (I will be the secretary of the meeting this year for both Trials and would very much like to
do it in memory of my Dad.)
He did the John O’Groats to Land’s End run in 2006, something that he had wanted to do for a
while. Also on his bucket list was travelling around the coast of Britain. He did this on his own in 2007,
covering 4000 miles in 17 days and apart from a bit of chaffing thoroughly enjoyed it
He was also the membership secretary to the Club for (again) more years than he would probably
care to admit. He was also a member of the Bexleyheath & District MCC and would lend a hand when
needed to his good friend Dennis Fleet on their introduction to Trials riding days (which my son Frank
got into for a while).
In January 2015, he was diagnosed with Motor Neurone Disease. He was under the care of the
consultant neurologist at King’s College Hospital in London. Everyone was fantastic towards him
over the last 18 months and allowed him to keep as much independence as possible for as long as
possible.
It took him a while to come to terms with the diagnosis but the worst thing for him and what broke
his heart was when he sold his precious bikes. He knew they went to good homes especially Andrew
Leslie who kept him up to date with how the bikes were. Sometimes, I used to think that dad thought
of his bikes as not just machines but alive; he owned a Bultaco with a bright red tank that he called ‘his
Spanish tart’!

Peter Donaldson, 1938 – 2016		
A Tribute to a Superb Clubman

Ian McGill and Baz Staple

We have lost one of the Sunbeam MCC’s most enthusiastic and long serving members. Peter joined
the club on 30th August 1958 riding in and assisting to organise motorcycle trials.He joined the
management committee in 1976 on which he sat until ill health forced his retirement at the 2016
AGM.
Always the family man, Peter had two children, James and Margaret, also four grandchildren. Sadly
Peter’s wife Mary passed away suddenly in 1995 but being the man that he was, soldiered on working
and keeping the home together.
Peter was membership secretary for some 36 years, in all of those years he would not let a member
leave the club without a very good reason, and it was often well into June before he would ‘write-off’ an
errant payer, during this time Peter also handled the club regalia, replenishing stocks when required as
well as packing and posting members requirements. Many other Sunbeam MCC jobs passed through
Peter’s hands, all of which he carried out with great enthusiasm. These included twice being Club
Chairman, Pinhard Prize Officer, ACU representative, and for over thirty years in charge of the Pioneer
Run programme sales. For many years he distributed the Sunbeam News, as well as writing ‘Off the
Saddle’ for each edition, plus other articles on trials and general motorcycling subjects. It is significant
that the previous Club News included several of Peter’s articles – he never gave up serving this club.
Since being old enough to hold a licence, Peter has been riding motorcycles as work transport and
for pleasure. One memorable journey was his ‘Round the Coast of GB’ run, riding a 1947 Triumph
speed twin that once belonged to his father, a journey completed on his own with no back up. A short
time before, in 2006, he joined seven other Sunbeam club members and rode from John O’Groats to
Lands End on his vintage Sunbeam, again no mean feat
Peter always a kindly soul, never had an unkind word for anyone.
We shall miss you Peter, thank you for all your hard work, Ride Free Dear Friend.
Sunbeam Club News | Issue 880
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Club Meets
Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly 			

Paul Rees

These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly, Sussex,
BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from 6pm.
From May onwards we have started our evening rides out and I am hoping to be able to make one of
these a little bit different from usual.

Club Meetings at The Vine, Essex			

Rob Woodford

The Essex meet takes place on the first Saturday of the month at ‘The Vine’, Vine St, Great Bardfield,
Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR, ’phone: 01371 811822, www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk - all welcome.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall

May

Rob Smith

Ian Bull made a welcome return to give a talk on the narrow gauge railways of the Woolwich Arsenal.
He began with a potted history of the Arsenal from the 1500’s, before explaining that most of the work
was of a large, heavy scale so the railway tracks ran right into the buildings up to the work benches.
With 150 miles of tracks it was the key to getting everything where it was needed.
Ian’s talk was backed up with photos of the engines working at the time. One photo showed an
engine in an Arsenal building during the First World War with an estimated 15,000 shells. This was
enough supplies for one day of the conflict. The Ministry of Defence continued to use the site up
until 1994 but with the exception of a few preserved buildings much of the Woolwich Arsenal site is
now gone. Our thanks go to Ian for another interesting and informative talk and to John Hodson for
arranging it and bringing Ian again.

April

Club Member Nick Pearce is well known to many of us for his excellent (and fast!) restorations brought
his most recent project along, his superb and rare 1916/17 Husqvarna Model 145 V-Twin and gave
us a talk about it with photos. The Swedish manufacturer which is thought to be the oldest existing
company in the world that manufactures motorcycles began in 1689 making guns and muskets; later
cookers, sewing machines and chainsaws were also produced. Husqvarna are well known to us for
their racing efforts with Stanley Woods and Ernie Nott in the 1930’s and their world championship
winning off-road machines since the 1950’s but their motorcycle production began in 1903 with a
single cylinder machine and the first V-Twin machine in 1906 using engines from Moto-Reve. Since
then their production of motorcycles has been uninterrupted.
Nick had worked day and night to have his 1915 Indian Little Twin restoration finished to successfully
take part in the 2014 International West Kent Run (IWKR). He was at the Sunday show there when he
spotted the Husqvarna on an autojumbler’s stall, a deal was made and after someone joked ‘are you
riding that next year’ Nick took up the challenge to have it ready! The machine despite appearing to
be in ‘barn-find’ condition was very worn and had possibly been used in competition with numerous
modifications, repairs and bodges evident. Nick used all his skills learnt in school metalwork classes
and a few curses to make a new fuel tank to replace the incorrect one on the machine over a mould
he made from MDF created from an original rusted tank kindly loaned by a German enthusiast.
Nick was able to discover the original shade of blue and details of the lining on the frame, forks and
mudguards to recreate by careful powder-blasting. The engine had damage both inside and outside
which required more skilled work by Nick and several craftsmen to put right. The 180 degree Bosch
magneto has an eccentric drive where it is geared to speed up for cylinder 1 and slow down for the
10
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second cylinder to deliver the strongest spark! Nick completed the restoration one week before the
2015 IWKR and after a last minute problem meant he had to switch to the Indian for the run he took
the Husqvarna to the Oulde Klepper Parade two weeks later and successfully completed the event.
Nick started the Husqvarna up for us and made several laps of the car park; it ran like a Swiss watch
and was admired by all. Thanks to Nick, Dennis Grech for the photos and Baz and Jenny for bringing
the Club laptop and projector.

‘After’ photo of Nick Pearce’s Husqvarna at Club Night
Photo : Rob Smith
Sunbeam Club News | Issue 880
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2016 Ixion Cavalcade						

Monty

This year’s SMCC hero is Ian Cockshull, picking up the Ixion Cavalcade where Dave Masters left off.
Ian felt that local motor cycling legend ‘Ixion’ should not be forgotten when Dave stepped down as SoM
and it would seem that riders felt the same. Ian made his own mark upon the event to suit his own
personal agenda and forty three entries responded as enthusiastic as ever.
St Barnabas Church in Bexhill on Sea is the venue where Ixion presided as priest for fourteen years
under his own name and title Canon Basil H Davies BA before the 2nd World War. This year the
traditional lunch which follows the Cavalcade was accommodated by the Oasis Café on the opposite
side of the road to Ixion’s Church. We were received warmly by the proprietor Simon with a good
choice of food.
Following the Cavalcades usual route across the delightful Pevensey Levels and along the sea
shore at Normans Bay, we split with the more powerful machines at Herstmonceux, some doing 40
plus miles, the others over 30 miles. A week earlier than usual, the event was greeted by the sun all
day. Ten veteran machines entered, the oldest ridden by Kate Baldock on her 1897 hot tube ignition
León Bollée, followed by Andy Brown on his amazing 1902 Clement-Garrard. The range of makes and
models was as wide as ever, Paul Steibritz gaining the Basil H Davies vase with his newly restored
1934 250cc Coventry Eagle, and John Joseph from the Isle of Wight gaining the Ixion Cup for his ride
on the diminutive 1914 Wall Autowheel. Well done to both. For the record nineteen vintage machines
entered alongside the ten veterans and another 14 post vintage machines mostly taking advantage
of the longer route riding in a ‘sporting mode’. It was good to see some new faces, John Pocklington
giving his newly acquired 1915 550cc Triumph an airing amongst others.
All arrived back at the church smiling, congratulations Ian, we hope you will be encouraged by the
response to continue as SoM. On an equally positive note it is good to report the venue was shared
with the East Sussex VMCC Section who operated their checkpoint for The Founders Relay Rally, I
think it is recognised by most now that the two clubs promote the same enthusiasm for historic motor
cycles with each clearly occupying an interest in different eras, the two clubs showing mutual support
on the day.
The people of Bexhill on Sea turned out to share our event being encouraged to vote for their
preferred machine for the Basil H Davies Vase.
From the Organiser, Ian Cockshull:
“The weather was kind to us on 1st May and a good entry of 42 riders enjoyed the Ixion Cavalcade.
The new catering arrangements with the Oasis Coffee Shop also proved welcome. Winner of the Ixion
Cup was Paul Stibritz with his freshly restored Coventry Eagle, the Basil Davis vase went to a well
deserved John Joseph who rode his Wall Autowheel around the course. Commemorative awards will
be engraved and sent to them both”.
Pictures by John Mijatovic
Top left: Raymond Hudson with a 1920, 4hp 550cc Coulson B on the coast road heading towards
Cooden Beach.
Top Right: Bill Mills aboard his 1921, 350cc AJS on Sea Road in Bexhill having just left the start St
Barnabas’s church.
Bottom: Andy Coombs and passenger mounted on a 1921, 3.5hp 500cc Sunbeam on the coast road
heading towards Cooden Beach
12
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The 24th Conyboro Run and Autojumble			

Rob Pond

Thanks for everybody’s help and support in making my first event a great success, I hope everybody
enjoyed it as much as I did and if you have any suggestions for improvements for next year’s event
please contact me.
Some things where obvious like not sending out the programmes with the start times and rider
information, and there are lots of minor improvements that will be addressed before next year.
One thing that you probably did not notice was that my breakdown van broke down and arrived on
site a bit late stuck in 3rd gear. A big thanks to Rick Verbeaten and Nick Jupp for stepping in with the
Manor construction van to help Andy Collier finish off the job, thank you very much.
Also thanks for help with the signage from Peter Pring and Andy Brown, I would also like to thank my
family Dawn, Naomi, Millie and Bradly in the hospitality marquee, there are lots of others to mention
some come to mind such as John Buckingham, Roy [Moto Guzzi] sorry I missed your surname, also
Baz and Jenny Staple, Roy Plumber, Lisa Buckingham, Ian and Barbara McGill, Steve and Jackie
Pierrepoint, Dave and Maggi Masters and Dave Noakes and of course the staff at the Six Bells pub.
The number and standard of this year’s motorcycles was amazing and it was a very hard job to judge
and I am very glad to say that every motorcycle entered was awarded a favourite vote but I am afraid
there have to be winners and these are them.

Results
Best of show with 204 points was awarded to Richard Haden on his 1938 Silver Hawk.
Post Vintage
1st Andy Belenkin, Norton 1935
2nd Brian Akehurst, Norton 1934
3rd Robin Mann, Royal Enfield 1936
Vintage
1st Ian Anderson, NUT, 1925
2nd Mick Adams, Norton,1929
3rd David Coomber, Raleigh, 1921
Veteran
1st Andy Brown, Clement-Garrard, 1902
2nd Rob Smith, Dayton, 1914
3rd Sue Harris, Royal Enfield, 1914
Two-stroke single or Side Valve Bike
1st Jane Anderson
2nd Arnold Marshal/Maggie Masters/John Taylor
3rd Nick Smith
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Scenes from the Conyboro Run

Pictures by Chris and Geoff Morris

Geoff
Morris 1913
Douglas.

Chris Morris & John Pocklington
(1915 550cc Triumph model H)
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The Conyboro Run at The Six Bells, Chiddingly		

Geoff Morris

A spectacularly warm and sunny day greeted Rob Pond on Sunday 29th May for his first running of the
annual ‘Conyboro Run’; having been handed the reins from Charlie Smith in whose capable hands the
event had been organized for a number of years.
As a ‘new broom’ Rob put a lot of thinking into this much enjoyed gathering and firstly decided to
extend it to two days and then incorporating a small but high quality ‘Autojumble’. This took much
effort and commitment, but the concept really paid off with ‘on-site ‘camping laid on and rare spares
to uncover from vendors stalls. But the weather really played ball making the whole scene absolutely
idyllic. True ‘Sunbeam Weather’ in fact.
But first a little bit of history. The original Conyboro Run used to be held in the sixties and seventies
at Conyboro Park, an ancient estate at Cooksbridge near Lewes where we had the use of a part of the
grounds which at the time was owned by Lord and Lady Monk Bretton. The site entrance was almost
opposite ‘The Rainbow’ public house on the A275 at Cooksbridge. The event was run by Babs Shatwell
and husband Jack of nearby Uckfield. It was a good location but not perhaps as ‘cosy’ as the Six Bells’
field with its village trappings. I wondered, on Sunday, if there were any other members apart from me,
who used to take part in the original Conyboro runs almost a half century ago now? ‘The Rainbow’ Pub
just outside the rally field was always well patronised in those days!
Fast forwarding to 2016 and first impressions, after parking car and trailer in the Six Bells field, was
the cheerful reception at the ‘signing on’ table afforded by Rob’s Wife, Dawn and Daughter Naomi. We
were then handed an individually prepared envelope with a hand drawn sketch of the bike one was
riding on the cover! More was to come, as inside was the riding number and a programme such as I
had never seen the like before! (and I have just a few). Every individual entry was allocated its own
little thumbnail motorcycle sketch and so there were dozens of these. Not only that but the front cover
had Rob’s inimitable artwork and so did the judging card inside. Absolutely brilliant Rob! Verralls,
the long established dealers at Handcross had kindly sponsored the programme production and well
done them, as it was a quality job printed on card. Ian Hatton, proprietor and busy family man, also
popped along to the event.
As most people in the South know the Six Bells rally field is owned, as part of the pub premises, by
Ken Boulter who most generously lets us use the lovely field F.O.C. and who furthermore donated a
couple of bottles of choice pub wine to be raffled for club funds. Ken was ‘mine host’ in more ways
than one! What a lovely gesture Ken.
There were altogether some 50 motorcycles this year, which Rob Pond is hoping to boost up to 75 or
so next year. The variety ranged from the indomitable Andy Brown from across the Solent on his 1902
Clement to Mick Adams’ ex-Alf Sandford 1929 O.H.C. rorty Norton CS1, with its incredibly original
patinated finish and parts. The late ‘Alf’ was a much respected stalwart of the club and the bike is
now in extremely good hands. Lady riders were represented by Lisa Buckingham, Sue Harris, Maggi
Masters, and Jane Anderson on Velocette, Royal Enfield, Raleigh and Ivy machines respectively (hope
I’ve got the bikes right).
Harking back to The Six Bells – it seems to have an absolutely magnetic attraction for not only the
local area but for much further afield. For such an out of the way hostelry (definitely off the beaten
track) it attracts hundreds of people on a Sunday and as it is known to be kindly disposed towards
anything on two wheels, an amazing variety of motorcycles and bicycles turn up. At the back there is a
beer garden type area with copious seating, a permanent pub barbecue in full swing and live music.
What one might call a good atmosphere. The management must have the perfect formula quite apart
from the good food which many of us tucked into.
In fact it was while we were having one of their enormous ‘ploughmans’ in the garden in the company
of Nick Smith, that we spotted a most unusual tandem bicycle. I recognized the make as a ‘Chas
Roberts’ a famous hand made, hand ‘tailored’ make from Croydon. Chas made the most high quality
bicycles and although seemingly expensive they really were the ‘bee’s knees’. This yellow tandem
16
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I noticed was demountable and the middle aged couple who owned it at the next table said they had it
especially designed to split in two for aircraft travel as they were experienced continental cyclists. The
frame joints that enabled the tandem to be ‘halved’ looked terribly expensive, but the whole bike was
really something and I enjoyed looking at it very much.
The routes for the ‘run’ were well planned and this year we had smart new Rob Pond route signs
to help us navigate in the right direction. My 1913 Douglas hummed along with its characteristic
smoothness and I often think what a revelation these little horizontally opposed twins were a little
over 100 years ago.
The Autojumble was a brand new innovation which yielded good results and rummaging around later
in the day, I located a perfect condition makers’ original piston for my 1914 Triumph and an excellent
belt rim for another bike plus many other choice little bits. An enjoyable adjunct to the rally was Rob
Pond’s auction of various items for club funds including the Six Bell’s donated wine. This was a good
natured (plenty of quips) and humorous interlude.
It was a very sociable atmosphere where it was a pleasure to saunter around looking at bikes, the
variety of camper vans, chatting to old and young acquaintances and always picking up snippets
of useful information – I believe it’s called ‘networking’ these days! It was also lovely to see the full
Buckingham family and John and Graham do so much for the club in the way of ‘presenting’ the
Sunbeam MCC at numerous events and rallies.
So, all in all, a great day on Sunday (and Saturday) and a big thanks to all of Rob’s team and of course
Rob who put so much work into this.

33rd Welsh Week 							

Ian Young

This year found us at a new venue at Llanbister near Llandrindod Wells. Our previous base for many
years was Aberystwyth University but the building is now undergoing a face lift. Fortunately this new
base was found which proved an outstanding success. Our principal organiser, John Appleton, made
no less than two wintertime sorties to check the suitability of this and the necessary places for meals
and coffee stops. Ably assisted by the co-organiser, Colin Bentham, we agreed to go ahead with the
2016 Event. The somewhat unique venue offered a number of high quality lodges set in rolling hills
with only sheep as neighbours. Owner Tim, wife and son Jack operate the facility as well as running a
business which specialises in restoring Jaguar Engines.
Our event this year saw many regular participants bringing a selection of machines suitable for the
terrain. Marvellous daily route sheets and maps were provided by our host’s son Jack who joined us
on the daily runs. For four enjoyable days we rode crossing various County Boundaries and stopping
at places with unpronounceable names! The weather was largely fine and we were graced by various
patient wives following in cars. On one of our days the route took us to the famous Elan Valley. We
climbed for miles on a challenging twisting road with stunning views on one side and rocks on the other.
Stopping here for lunch, at the top there the site of a reservoir which supplies water to Birmingham.
On another run we glided through impressive forests with huge Red Kites deciding to accompany us.
Other days saw us fully challenged with steep hills, narrow lanes and bridges across a variety of rivers
whilst avoiding brainless sheep. At the stops our bikes caused the usual local interest with admirers
recounting the machines owned in their youth. Hardly surprising as this oversubscribed somehow
depicts the true nature of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club.
The social side provides equal pleasure to the riding as each year old friendships are renewed and
new ones forged. So, after six marvellous days, the bikes were loaded onto trailers for the homeward
journey. Thank you John, Colin and local helpers for making this another superb event - we will certainly
be back in 2017.
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Obscure Makes: H.C.L.					

John Hodson

At the turn of the century Hezekiah Close severed an apprenticeship as an agricultural machine fitter
in Leigh, Lancashire and later continued in employment as a machine fitter.
In 1922 Hezekiah, a keen and experienced motor cyclist, decided to begin production of the H.C.L.
(Hezekiah Close Leigh) motor cycle at H. Close and Company Ltd, 52, Railway Road, Leigh.
Hezekiah, the maker
and designer, based
his motor cycle around
the readily available
Villiers
269cc
two
stroke engine. However,
his frame design also
allowed for the JAP
350cc, 2¾ hp four
stroke engine to be
fitted as an alternative.
Hezekiah’s motor cycle
is typical of many
made by small scale
manufacturers
who
bought in all or most
of the components.
Ignition was by flywheel or CAV magneto depending on whether a two or four stroke engine was fitted.
The frame was of best quality seamless steel tube with Saxon’s forks and handlebars of semi TT design,
or other design, were available. The 1922 specification continued: AMAC double lever carburetter, two
independent rear wheel brakes, 26inch X 2 ¼inch quickly detachable wheels, Clincher tyres, Best
and Lloyd semi-automatic lubrication, broad and domed mudguards, footrests, luggage carrier, and
two leather detachable armoured toolbags. The petrol tank capacity was 1¼ gallons, an oil tank was
provided, a Lycett’s saddle was fitted as standard and transmission was by chain and composition
belt via a Burman or Sturmey Archer two speed
gearbox with kickstart and clutch.
The bike was mainly painted in black enamel with
some gold and blue paint.
Following the closure of a local business, which
owed Hezekiah a significant amount of money, H.
Close and Company Ltd was forced out of business.
It is thought that only six H.C.L motorcycles were
made. After some years Hezekiah managed to pay
off all his debtors.
It was fortunate that Hezekiah had talents other
than engineering; he was a capable musician
playing tympani, other drums and the xylophone. For
some years he earned his living as a professional
musician before he was landlord of the Spring View
Inn, Plank Lane, Leigh until his death in 1950.
References:
UK Census Returns 1901 and 1911.
Past Forward, Summer 2002, Wigan Heritage
Service, Wigan, WN1 1PX.
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Bikes I Have Owned Part 6					

Bill Pile

Now back from East Africa and settled in to our house in Bookham, Surrey, I now had to go to Waterloo
by train to my office job with BT. I used to read MCN and Exchange and Mart on my journey and on one
trip I spotted an advert for a 1939 Hi Cam 350 Sunbeam.
I had always coveted one of these as the neighbour of one of my friends used to leave one outside
his house during the war years. It was used daily as he was a railway signalman and had to be on duty
at crack of dawn – and so he had an essential petrol allowance. Anyway first job in the office was to
ring number in Oadby up in Leicestershire. Bike was available, in good order, running and was £90, a
lot of money for a vintage bike, but we agreed I would get a mate to look at it and if OK send a cheque
for half and get a Van organised. I did not have a towbar or trailer at that time.
You may recall from the Tanzania episode that my assistant in the C15 renovation was an office
colleague, who was now back in the Leicester office of BT. He was leant on to go and view the Hi
Cam after work on his scooter, a round trip of 12 miles or so. He was asked to comment on general
condition including tyres lights and chrome, start it, check oil pressure ran 40 – 50 psi and if possible
ride it to check gears clutch and brakes, he was a bit reluctant when I told him it weighed 400lb, so I
think he got the vendor to chug up and down his drive. All seemed well so I sent the deposit and we
agreed a date for pick up. Can’t recall the hired van or day, think it must have been a weekday so Chris
was at school or I’d have taken him.
Duly trundled up to Leicester, tried bike, seemed fine so loaded it and handed over the remainder
of purchase price- see receipt. Just prior to leave he said “you might like to have a look at this,” this
was a very scruffy and oily Rudge racer, that he said was the senior TT winning machine ridden by
Walter Handley in 1930, apparently, his wife and Mrs H were related hence his connection with it, he
intimated could be for sale for a figure in excess of £500. Now, while I had the money, I needed an
old racer like a hole in the head, this is 1971 remember, pre-parading and displays that all happened
later and I still had to sell the advantages of the Hi Cam to Beryl. So I declined, what a fool you might
say, quite correct in retrospect. Incidentally, Hi Cam mileage on purchase was 13550 now 19500, not
a lot in 45 years. I rode it a few times locally joined the VMCC, and in 1973 a trip to Isle of Man TT was
undertaken with no problems.
All was quiet until I read, again in MCN/ E & M of a 1950 S7 for sale in East London; working at
Waterloo it was easy to get the tube to Barking (or wherever) in an extended lunch hour to view. This
was a revelation, the frame was purple and the remainder, all of it, including wheels, tank, mudguards,
toolboxes, were chromed. The dual seat was at least black, but it had purple tassels. The youthful
vendor had apparently restored it to please his girlfriend, but she now wanted to get married hence
the bike was on its way. I had turned to walk away, when he said if you take it there is a complete bike,
less an engine and log book, for spares and I’ll deliver it all free on Sunday. Quick rethink- I’ll sort out
the spare chassis and transfer the complete bikes mechanicals and new tyres to this one. The asking
price was £120 and as he seemed to have enough problems I didn’t haggle and we agreed full price,
COD. The whole consignment was duly delivered and took up most of my single garage. Because of
the paintwork I only rode it in the dark but it found great favour with Chris and his 14 year old buddies.
We moved house in 1972 and acquired a large double garage and a ¾ acre garden for Chris to whizz
around in until he was 16. Because the house wanted a new roof we didn’t have a 72 holiday, as I
wanted to watch the roofers. We bought a 1960s Ambassador 197cc from Fred Launchbury at Raynes
Park (for £10) and a Lambretta TV175 scooter locally. He and his pals then set about annoying the
neighbours as they learnt to ride. There were a number of big trees in the garden (it was a 1920s
house) and only one of the learners came to grief when he tried to demolish a 30ft apple tree. More
harm to him than the bike, so when I took him home his mother said he wasn’t to come any more.
Expect he became a Mini owner at 17.
Next instalment- acquisition of a real Vintage Bike, the first of many.
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Warwickshire Weekend on Three Wheels		

June McAllister

I was greatly looking forward to the Sunbeam Club’s Warwickshire Weekend in May 2016. However
since my recovery from the injuries received in April 2015 are taking longer to heal than I had hoped
for, I reluctantly decided that I would prefer to take up Jenny’s kind offer of travelling as a passenger in
her car. This meant that Hugh could still enter the event on our 1938 Rudge Ulster.
Just a couple of days before setting off for Alcester, Hugh’s friend Tim Eade mentioned that he would
be taking his 1938 Ariel with sidecar to Warwickshire and that there would be a spare seat available
if anyone was brave enough to hold the wheel down. As it turned out Tim was already there when we
arrived at the hotel and I caught my first glimpse of the outfit as it was being unloaded. Tim repeated
his offer of a seat going spare and that he would be grateful of a passenger, Hugh then persuaded
me to have a try at being a sidecar passenger, as Tim would be pleased of the ‘Ballast’ I was a little
apprehensive as I have ever even sat in a sidecar before let alone travel around in one for three days.
I became a little worried when Hugh told me not to worry as Tim was an ex TT Sidecar Competitor with
over 20 TT’s to his credit, furthermore he had achieved Isle of Man average lap speeds of around 96
mph, and it seems that it was Tim’s ambition to lap the IOM at 100 mph. Just as I thought that Hugh
was supposed to be giving me confidence!! I told Tim that I am not looking forward to doing 100 mph
at present thank you. Tim promised me that the ‘top speed’ would be no more than 50 mph in the
1938 Ariel outfit.
Well very conveniently it seems, my Helmet and Jacket were already packed inside our van and
everyone rallied round to make me comfortable by lending me cushions and blanket’s to cover my
legs and support my left arm, very soon we perfected a way of getting in and out of the sidecar (which
I would never have been able to do if I had been left to my own devices)
Tim drove the outfit brilliantly which put me at ease for the whole three days riding and I must say
that I cannot wait for Hugh to get a sidecar fitted to our Vincent Rapide.
All in all it was an experience I will never forget, so my thanks go to Tim for getting me back safely,
also to Jenny and Baz for organising what turned out to be a fabulous Warwickshire Weekend.

Brian and Pat Empsall on their Triumph outfit
Photo : Roy Plummer
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Warwickshire Weekend				 Photos Jenny Staple
Andy Marks suffering oil pipe breakage on his Norton. Various bods, including Dad Steve, assisted
mopping up with kitchen roll, serviettes etc and a repair was effected.

Assembled at the Crabmill tea stop.
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My First Vintage Bike - Part Two 			

Rick Parkington

Once the BSA Blackburne was legally on the road, the weird gradually became familiar and before
long I was using the bike as my everyday commuter. I used it every day for a whole year and it became
easier all the time gradually evolving the while, becoming more practical - but regrettably getting
heavier. I fitted lights, a hollowed out P & H gas lamp with a bulb inside powered by a dynamo on top
of the mag and a battery. I made a primary chainguard, and fitted a rear carrier and savaged a Ford
Escort tailpipe from Kwik-Fit’s scrap pile, which made a remarkably sporty-looking vintage silencer.

BSA Blackburne : Definitively heavier and of course slower - but fully
equipped for every eventuality

So reliable and easy to live with was the BSA that it was really no less practical than a Honda 90
and provided me with some pleasing memories, such as gleefully managing to lose a Kawasaki Z650
through traffic after every set of lights owing to my combination of low weight and 90 degree steering
lock; I remember threading through jammed cars during rush hour one snowy evening, wondering
whether anyone even noticed the strange apparition passing their windows. Perhaps best of all was
exchanging waves with another loonie coming the other way on a Penny Farthing…
The first rain was an eye opener though, we all talk of ‘no brakes’ but wet rim brakes put weedy
drums into perspective. I came up to the first roundabout on my journey, put the brakes on and the
bike simply ignored me. Straight across the roundabout we went with a bit of slaloming and apologetic
nods to drivers. You know you’ve really got ‘no brakes’ when the bike appears to go faster when you
apply them; thereafter on wet days I kept the brakes good and hot.
The bike’s greatest achievement was probably riding up from Edinburgh to Glamis Castle for the
vehi-cle weekend, a seventy-five miles away but further for us since we took the back roads. Several
of us went for the weekend camping and there were doubts about the wisdom of my taking the L25,
my cruising speed and likelihood of getting there at all being the main concerns, so we decided to split
into two groups. All the twins and café racers were the Fast Group. The Slow Group was two girl friends
on a 225cc Francis Barnett, my mate Derek on his M20 (found in long grass while mowing at a golf
club, well that sort of thing still happened in Scotland then) and me. First casualty was the Barnett,
which ran out of gears crossing the Forth Bridge. The selector drum had apparently gone past its stop
and into the dark side of the moon from where the positive stop pedal control could not retrieve it. This
looked bad until I recalled that the gear indicator pointer was driven by an external cog off the end of
the selector drum. Outer cover off, a quick twist with the mole grips on the cog and we were off again.
22
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The FB needed occasional plug brushes and after one such stop, Derek went to bump the M20 and
found it was seized solid… Shellacitis; that strange condition where the shellac insulation inside the
magneto becomes unstable and melts with the heat from the engine. When you stop and it cools,
the shellac sets like toffee, gluing the mag up solid. Hmmm…undaunted, Derek unpacked his tools
and set about removing the mag while I enjoyed the sunshine of the adjacent meadow, pleasantly
decorated by an ancient crumbling tower. Fortunately Derek had an impact driver since the timing
cover screws had been tightened by the hand of Goliath (and probably in his times too) but he had no
hammer. Every rock he picked up to smite the driver collapsed to dust on impact. “You can see why
that tower fell down.” I observed. Eventually the mag was off and in bits and after scraping the shellac
off with a penknife Derek got it all back together, timed it up and the bike fired again. Top marks!
As we crossed the Tay Bridge at Dundee, sun glinting off the water I felt thoroughly vindicated, we
were hours late of course but not due to my old BSA, the only bike to stay the course! You know
what’s coming next… Slipping into second as I came off the bridge, the rear tyre howled; locked
up completely. I declutched quickly and pulled over. It seemed to be some obscure sort of gearbox
seizure, although there was plenty of oil, the gears clicked through happily and all looked cheery
enough under the generous inspection cover. Yet the bike only rolled in top or neutral (which was also
now top, apparently) in first or second it locked solid. Attempts to take off the clutch failed, the nut
seemed incredibly tight so that was that; top gear it is. The poor little Villiers clutch aided by the big
Blackburne flywheel staggered us off the line and after that I just had to use Pioneer Run tactics to
avoid hold ups.
We got there soon after; our 75-mile journey had taken eight hours but at least it hadn’t just been
down to my bike and we had all made it there. After that the weekend improved; Derek found a
working magneto in the autojumble and my friend Andy wanted me to give my opinion on a fantastic,
completely unrestored BSA L25, pictured
right. I reckoned it was worth £1000 but
the guy wanted £1500. I pulled a face and
played a card, “Well, does it run?” “Oh yes!”
he replied. It fired up immediately and ran
like a watch. Andy wisely paid a deposit
straightaway.
So that was exciting, I still had to get home.
There seemed to be no real reason not to
ride home in top, well no option either as I
didn’t have any breakdown cover, but this
time it would be best to take the arterial A
roads to avoid stops. My only real concern
was the Forth crossing where although
bikes didn’t pay, you were expected to halt
and be flagged through. As we neared Andy
anticipated my plight and shouted across
from his 650SS Norton that he would go ahead and square it. He pulled up at the booth and said in
his politest tones, “My friend is riding a 1925 bike that is jammed in top gear. Would it be okay for him
to go straight through? Perhaps I could wait here twice on his behalf?” The guy behind the counter
wasn’t keen but in a comedy moment while he shook his head I arrived at the open barrier and wafted
through with a cheery wave, “There he goes now,” said Andy, “Thanks awfully!”
Investigation showed that the gearbox sprocket nut had come undone. This then locked against the
back of the clutch, trying to force the cutch nut off its threads – that’s why I couldn’t undo it. This effectively locked the clutch to the rear wheel giving top gear 1 to 1 drive. Once it was all tightened up
everything worked fine. 		
www.rickparkington.co.uk 		
To Be Continued....
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The Horseless Carriage Exhibition			

John Hodson

On 7/8th May 2016 Imperial College, as part of the Imperial Festival, held an exhibition to
commemorate the 120th anniversary of The First London Motor Show. In 1896 the Imperial Institute,
as the college was known at the time, hosted an “International Exhibition of Motors, and Congress of
Motor Industries, Horseless Carriages & Cars, Self-Propelled and other Vehicles, Cycles, Stationary
Motors, Appliances and Inventions”.

1899 De Dion Bouton on Display
Laws and attitudes in the UK, in the early days of motor vehicles, resulted in our country falling
well behind in the development and use of the horseless carriage when compare to progress in
America, France and Germany. Frederick Simms and Harry Lawson were two of the driving forces
behind the1896 International Horseless Carriage Exhibition, the aims of the exhibition were to
increase the knowledge of motor vehicles held by Members of Parliament and members of the public.
The exhibition was officially opened on 9th May 1896, a date which predated the emancipation of
Horseless Carriages by six months.
The event held in Exhibition Road this year included the following vehicles: 1896 The Salvesen 10hp
coal fired steam engine (Great Britain), 1897 2.5hp León Bollée (France), 1899 2.25hp De Dion
Bouton (France), 1901 3hp electrically powered Waverley (USA), 1902 9hp James and Browne two
cylinder petrol motor (Great Britain), 1903 8hp Achilles single cylinder petrol motor (Great Britain).
If The Horseless Carriage Exhibition is not enough, thousands of visitors descend on the College for
the Imperial Festival for the annual exploration of all things scientific. Hundreds of scientists get out
of their laboratories and share the fun and fascination of their research with the public. It’s not all
science, there are plenty of other things to see and listen to. Well worth a visit if you happen to be in
the London area. Let’s hope that they include early motor vehicles again in future events..
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Members Advertisements
Wanted
Wanted for a Douglas 2 ¾HP 1913/22: good
usable rear cylinder and piston. Please contact
Bill Gocher on 01227 722569, evenings best.
(Kent) (06/16)
Any flat tank motorcycle 350cc to 500cc
in running order with the correct paperwork.
Richard 001282 612315 or 07772 307633
(Lancs) (06/16)
NEW IMPERIAL F11 500cc engine (or at least
a head and barrel) wanted. 85mm bore OHV
engine for 1932-1935 Blue Prince model. Have
a look under your workbench just in case you
have one tucked away - we all know how you just
dump useful stuff like this under there and then
forget about it! Have a look down the back of the
sofa as well? Would probably also be interested
in the rest of the bike if you have it. Please call
Andy Dean on 0118 9772178 or email
andy@keephatch.net. (06/16)
One-day trip knob for a Cowey speedo. A number
32 Lucas carbide generator in good working
order. Claudel Hobson Carburettor updraft
flange, to fit ¾” choke. Richard Mummery 01227
751751 email sheila.mummery@sky.com (Kent)
(06/16)

1924/25 Coventry Eagle Flying Eight petrol
tank and mudguards, or even patterns to assist
with project restoration. JAP KTOR OHV V-Twin
engine casings from 1924/25 also wanted for
the same project restoration. Email Zach Sagurs
at zjsagurs@ibl.bm with details and contact
number to call at suitable time to discuss further.
(04/16)

Wanted desperately: Ariel or Sunbeam kickstart knee, any year from 1913 to 1955. My
current kick-start knee is not operating well
and has corrosion and wear problems. It is also
a hindrance when being used to bump-start
machines when the kick-start is removed. Please
contact Reg on 01242-870375 before 9.00pm.
(04/16)
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Beaded edge tyres: 650 x 65 (26 x 2½” Old
Standard) tyres for my 1911 Scott. John Kidd
johndkidd@btinternet.com (04/16)
Help please with a B.S.A. H29 550cc sidevalve
sloper. Has anyone got information about tappet
clearances, timing, how to set the engine oil flow
regulator plus any technical details torques etc.
Also a pushrod cover. Any information would be
gratefully received. Andy Reid 07884 268649 or
andeoldbikes@hotmail.com (Essex ) (04/16)
1911 Zenith Gradua: wanted various parts and
information, see article earlier in this magazine.
Andrew Leslie 07599 291787 or email
ajdleslie@gmail.com (Northants) (04/16)
For a 1923 Triumph 2½ HP Junior (‘Baby’):
Lucas magdynette; Lucas headlamp type MB31;
13-tooth mag sprocket (self-pull); any engine,
gearbox and clutch parts. For a Triumph
model H: advance-retard lever. All required for
the restoration of my machines. Please contact
Neil Styles on 07516 036539 (evenings)
(WORCS) (02/16)
AMAC TT carburettor, up to 1” choke diameter.
Also, 1926 Brooklands programmes for 1st, 5th,
7th, 8th B.M.C.R.C. meetings. Graham Gasson
Graham.Gasson@campdenbri.co.uk
01737
824256 (Surrey) daytime. (02/16)
Petrol / Oil tank for a 200cc 1910 Humber.
These were made from 1910 – 1914 and appear
to be identical during this period. Ideally to buy,
but of not, permission to take measurements
and details to make a copy. Peter Ashlee 01732
peterashlee@hotmail.com (Kent) (02/16)
Pioneer Run Programmes. My veteran first took
part in the Pioneer Run in 1952. As part of the
machine history pack I have managed to collect
Pioneer Run programmes from that date to the
present with the exception of five issues only. Can
anyone please help me with the programmes for
1954, 1958, 1959, 1967 and 1981. Chris 020
8309 0871.
chrisjwright@btinternet.com
(02/16)
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Policies from

£76

****

**

Classic insurance
redefined.
Tailor your classic bike insurance policy
to suit your needs.
To discover the Footman James difference, call our
friendly UK team for a quote today.

0333 207 6064
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Classic benefits
included*:
Salvage retention
Shows and events
Helmets & leathers (up to a limit of £750)
European motoring (up to 35 days per trip)
Riding other classics

Cover options*:
Breakdown with options to include
European cover and Homestart
Agreed value
Ride to work
Track day cover
Wedding hire cover
and many more

Specialist rates for club members
Part of the Towergate Group

Classic Car | Classic Bike | Modern Car | Modern Bike | Kit Car | Collectors | Classic Motor Trade | Household
*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. **1954 NortonES2. Value: £4500. Main policy only and does not include any FJ+ cover
options. All premiums assume it is not the main vehicle and includes Insurance Premium Tax. Male rider aged over 25 years old, 2000 annual limited mileage, and full clean
driving licence with no claims or convictions. Member of associated club. Postcode OX10, vehicle garaged with no modifications. Includes a £10 arrangement fee.
Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road,
Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded. ADCB204.11.14
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Members Advertisements
Wanted

07796130766 / 01279 813133 (Essex) (04/16)

1916 Harley-Davidson F-type (three-speed)
parts wanted. Please contact Harry Verkuil
hverkuil@btinternet.com (12/15)

Four ‘New old stock’ valves allegedly from a
vintage Triumph. I don’t know if they are inlets
or exhausts. These are the dimensions: - Head
diameter: 1 1/16th” with screwdriver slot. Stem
diameter: 0.284”. Length: 3.25”. Seat angle 45
Degrees. Seat width: 3/8th”. Spring retainer
pin hole: 7/64” 0.25” below top. There is a fifth
valve with a part threaded pin hole. If interested
I can e-mail photographs. Offers invited. Derek
Marrable. 01689-824464 			
Derek_marrable@yahoo.co.uk (Kent) (04/16)

Amac TT carburettor wanted: T25 TT 25 clip
fitting 13/16" choke diameter, complete or just
body. Good price paid. Phone Graham Gasson
on 01737 824256 daytime. (12/15)
FRANCIS BARNETT SEAGULL 43 1938 250cc:
Rear stand, speedometer bracket, handbook,
pin drive 24” speedometer cable. Good
photographs or patterns would be of great help
please. Alex Taylor 01235 553574. 		
alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxon) (12/15)
AMAC carburettor to fit 11/8” (1.125”) stub.
Suitable for fitting to a 1912 Stuart Stellar
(784cc twin two-stroke). Contact Brian Empsall
01543 264 968. E-mail:			
brian.empsall@btinternet.com (12/15)

For Sale
Ifor Williams closed trailer, 2-3 bike. Good
condition including tyres. Fully secure and
lockable with integral loading ramp. £1500 Baz
Staple 01892 535671 (Kent). (06/16)
Single bike trailer complete with spare 8”
wheel. Made by Indespension with additional
framework. No trailer board. £50 no offers
Contact Ian 07766 395349 (Kent) (06/16)
Triumph 3½ HP veteran from 1912 with Hub
clutch in very good condition. Being an older
restoration looks matured. Rear hub overhauled
with new clutch plates and bearings. Entered 10
Pioneer runs and every time it has been reliable.
I can help with delivery and demonstrate
how it all works. £13500 ono. Call John on

1936 350cc Royal Enfield. With stainless steel
rims and spokes, ethanol proof lined tank and
new Wassell concentric carb. Good all round
condition £4750. Call for more details George
01732 841268 (Kent) (04/16)
Milford Empress sidecar chassis (1915-1922),
wheel missing, in need of restoration, photos
available, £250. Skulgarde Helmet, size c7½
green/black check, £65. Dave Pittuck dpittuck@
hotmail.com 01403 700658, (West Sussex).
(04/16)

Ariel Colt 200cc c1955. Barn find last registered
1972. Untidy but 90% there, needs lots of TLC
but engine free to turn. £250. Peter Jackson
01444 236133 (Sussex) pehjackson@tiscali.
co.uk (02/16)
WHITE & POPPE. 1905 single speed, 427cc.
Two owners the last 65 years. Goes up all the
hills on the Pioneer Run, entered in the 2016
event. Good reliable machine. Well known and
quite a quick early veteran with history back to
1907. With spares £25,000. Alex Taylor 01235
553574 , email alex.taylor574@btinternet.com
(Oxfordshire) (12/15)

Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and
note that free advertising does not included business advertising.
Do mention where you saw the advert when contacting advertisers.
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Classic Motorcycle-Only Events for 2016

Romney Marsh Classic Bikejumble

10am Sunday 18th Sept
With 1pm Spares Auction

at Hamstreet, Nr Ashford, Kent TN26 2JD

South of England Classic Show
& Bikejumble

Sunday 23rd October

Guest of Honour: Jim Redman MBE

Six Times World & Six Times TT Champion

South of England Showground, Ardingly, West Sussex RH17 6TL
Free entry for pre-Booked exhibitors: Book Now at www.elk-promotions.co.uk

ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE
01797 344277
www.elk-promotions.co.uk

Romney Marsh Run
25th September

The Star Inn, St Mary-in-the-Marsh, KENT TN29 0BX
A run for veteran (pre 1915) or flat-tank machines built prior to 1931.
Starting and finishing at the Star Inn, St Mary in the Marsh in Kent.
Ploughmans and hot lunches at the Inn can be pre-booked when entering
for the event. Entry forms are available from

www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
or direct from the organiser,

Contact Julie Diplock sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk 01797 344277
Club Natter and Lunch Meeting at The Vine
Noon First Saturday of the Month

Come along - all welcome, by any mode of transport, particularly with pre-40 machines of
any make. Meet up with other Sunbeam Club members, the Rudge Enthusiasts Club and the
Marston Sunbeam Club & Register at The Vine, Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR

All welcome For more details contact:
Rob Woodford robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk
07847 098597
30
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2016
Date

Event Venue

7.30pm 4th
August

Club Night Six Bells, Chiddingly Paul Rees 01323 844766
East Sussex BN8 6HE
paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk

All welcome

Noon 6th
August

Club Meet
The Vine, Great Bardfield,
Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR

Rob Woodford
07847 098597
robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

All welcome

7th August

54th Graham Walker
Run Beaulieu, Hampshire
SO42 7ZN

Ian McGill 01293 771446
acsociable1@sky.com

Pre 1940

8:00pm
15th August

Club Night
West Kingsdown Village Hall
Kent TN15 6BZ

George Smith 01474 852960
t110george47@gmail.com

All welcome

27th August

Gingerbeards Trial
Jackson Woods,
Horsmonden, Kent

Margaret Donaldson
07725 566697
maggied666@live.co.uk

Any Bike /
British Bike

28th August

Greybeards Trial
Jackson Woods,
Horsmonden, Kent

Margaret Donaldson
07725 566697
maggied666@live.co.uk

All Classes
Rider over
40 years old.

7.30pm 1st
September

Club Night Six Bells, Chiddingly Paul Rees 01323 844766
East Sussex BN8 6HE
paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk

All welcome

Noon 3rd
September

Club Meet
The Vine, Great Bardfield,
Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR

Rob Woodford
07847 098597
robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

All welcome

11th
September

Constable Run
Monks Eleigh, Suffolk

Marian Johnson 01255
Pre 1940
554828 marj_35@btinternet.com

18th
September

8th Sunbeam September
Challenge, North Yorks

Alec Thompson 01751-431478
alec.thompson81@mypostoffice

Pre 1931

8:00pm 19th Club Night
September
West Kingsdown Village Hall
Kent TN15 6BZ

George Smith 01474 852960
t110george47@gmail.com

All welcome

25th
September

Third Romney Marsh Run
The Star Inn, St Mary-in-theMarsh, KENT TN29 0BX

Julie Diplock - 01797 344277
sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk

Pre’31
Flat-tank
only

6th October

Club Night Six Bells, Chiddingly Paul Rees 01323 844766
East Sussex BN8 6HE
paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk
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Ixion Run							

John Mijatovic

Maggi Masters aboard
her 1925, 2.25hp 250cc
Velocette on Sea Road in
Bexhill having just left
St Barnabas’s Church.

32

Andy Brown
1902 1.25hp
ClementGerrard
followed by
Rob Pond,
1914 500cc
Triumph.

Chris
and Mary
Harris,
1929
500cc
Ariel.
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